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Abstract

This paper includes a study of the performance of Al-Nassiriyah thermal power plant

condenser. Which includes a calculations of the main variables of condenser (heat transfer,

condensation rate, overall heat transfer coefficient and vapour pressure) by applying two

dimensional mathematical model and depending on the empirical equations of heat transfer.

Comparison was made between the theoretical results for Al-Nassiriyah thermal power

plant condenser before operation it (standard power plant) with practical data which taken

from the plant for the second unit in year 2007. The comparison showed that there was a large

difference between theoretical results and the values taken from the plant as a result to the

effect of operation conditions.
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1. Introduction

Thermal power plants are responsible for the production of most of the electric power in

the world, and even small increases in thermal efficiency could cause large saving of the fuel

consumption. Therefore, large efforts were made to improve the efficiency of the power plant

and  one  mean is  by  proper  operation  of  the  condenser.  Surface  condenser  has  a  shell  whose
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ends are covered by the plates with condenser tubes. The ends of tubes are communicated

with water boxes. The water boxes are divided by a partition into two sections of tubes, which

form passes for water. Water is fed into the water boxes through an inlet pipe connection and

first runs through the below partition. In the opposite water box, which has no partition, water

flow is turned and moves in the opposite direction through the upper section condenser tubes,

above the partition. When completing second pass, water enters the first water box and is

drained through the outlet pipe connection [1].

Steam from the final stage of the steam turbine enters into the steam space of the

condenser and moves, in cross flow, over the tubes. With cooling water, steam is condensed

on the outer surface of the tubes causing a sharp drop of the specific volume of steam and, as

a consequence, of low pressure (vacuum) is created in the condenser. The condensate rate

runs down into the lower portion of the condenser and is collected in hotwell [2].

Chisholm et al., 1965, [3] developed a numerical method of evaluation heat and mass

transfer coefficient and local heat fluxes in surface condensers. Al-ka’abiy, 2000, [4] Study

The effect of Tigris water quality upon fouling rate in the condenser of  Al-Daura power

plant. AL-Chalaby and Rishack, 2001, [5] studied the reasons behind the loss  in  vacuum

pressure  of the  condenser in Al-Hartha power plant. Tarrad and kamal, 2004, [6] studied the

performance prediction of thermal power plant condensers in a quasi-two dimensional model

and the proposed model showed a good agreement with field data. An experimental and

analytical study was performed by Seungmin and Revankar, 2005, [7] to investigate the effect

of non-condensable gas in a passive condenser system for three operation modes.

Al-Nassiriyah power plant was constructed by Technoprome (Russian) company which

commissioned in 1979. It consists of four units. The electrical generating power (design

power) for each unit is 210 MW. The unit condenser is of the surface tubular type and

consists of two identical exchangers. Each carrying half load of the cooling water is forced

through 8380 tubes, arranged in two passes and in a staggered configuration, the number of

bays is 9 and the number of rows is 94 for all condenser. The design heat load is 210 MW and

27°C inlet cooling water temperature. The centrifugal pump with a maximum flow rate is

20000 m3/h for each pump and 1000 kW power input was used for cooling water. The

condensers of Al-Nassiriyah power plant are surface condenser [8].
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Table (1). Geometrical input data for condenser of Al-Nassiriyah thermal power plant.

Geometrical input data value

External diameter of tube (m) 0.028

Internal diameter of tube (m) 0.026

Tube pitch (m) 0.035

Width of tube sheet (m) 4.45

Number of bays 9

Length of bay (m)

0.984,
0.876,
1.042,
1.042,
1.042,
1.042,
1.042,

0.876, 0.984

Number of tubes for condenser 8380

Number of rows for upper pass of condenser 46

Number of rows for lower pass of condenser 48

Number of tubes for upper pass of condenser 3874

Number of tubes for lower pass of condenser 4506

The main objectives of the present work are to:

1. Build a computer program (Fortran 90 language) to study the performance of thermal

power plant condensers by calculating the main variables under various operating

conditions which have direct effect on condenser performance, such as overall heat

transfer coefficient, heat transfer rate and vacuum pressure.

2. Compare the theoretical results with the obtained data from Al-Nassiriyah power plant to

know the reasons of the difference between them.

2. Theory

In  the  heat  transfer  analysis  of  the  surface  condenser,  various  thermal  resistance  in  the

direction of heat flow from the vapour to the cooling water are combined into the overall heat

transfer coefficient . This thermal resistance includes cooling water resistance, fouling
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(inside tube) resistance, tube wall resistance, condensing resistance and non-condensable gas

resistance [9].

The heat flux can be calculated from:

(1)

 The overall heat transfer coefficient that refers to the outside tube area may be expressed as:

(2)

Where:

Rfou: fouling resistance inside tube, in the present work, fouling factor is taken as (0.0-0.0005

 ), [10].

2.1 Forced Convection inside Tube

Petukhov as cited by [11] presented the results of a theoretical analysis of heat transfer

coefficient in pipes to variable property fluids as:

  (3)

Where:

and

µi,b :  Dynamic viscosity evaluated at bulk temperature.

 µi,w : Dynamic viscosity evaluated at wall temperature.

2.2 Nusselt equation for a laminar film

The following relation of Nusselt theory for the heat transfer coefficient for circular tube
[12]:
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(4)

The cooling of the liquid below the saturation temperature can be accounted by replacing

 by the modified latent heat of condensation (  which is defined as [13]:

(5)

The condensate heat transfer coefficient can be calculated from Fujii equation as cited by
[14]:

  (6)

Where:

2.3 Effect of inundation in tube banks

During shell side condensation in tube bundles, the conditions are much different than for

a single tube. As condensate flows by gravity to lower tubes in a bundle, the thickness of the

liquid film at lower tubes becomes much bigger, this effect known as inundation effect. Kern

derived a non-dimensional equation which accounted for the predominant physical

mechanism as [15]:

(7)

2.4  Mass transfer coefficient and Sherwood number

The dimensionless mass transfer coefficient or Sherwood number is defined as [16]:
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  (8)

For condensation of vapour in the presence of a non-condensable gas, the condition that the

surface is impermeable to the gas gives:

(9)

Where (mc) is towards the surface, total vapour mass flux or condensation rate at the vapour

condensate interface. Equations (8) and (9) give:

(10)

By taking

(11)

Combining equations (10) and (11) give:

(12)

Where (Sh) can be obtained from Rose equation [17]:

(13)

Where:

and

Assuming vapour as an ideal-gas mixture, the interface equilibrium conditions give [18]:

(14)

The diffusion coefficient is obtained by [17]:
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(15)

Where   is taken at  in (K) and  in (Pa).

2.5 Velocity distribution in shell side of surface condenser

As  vapour  passes  across  the  tubes  in  the  shell  side  of  the  surface  condenser,  its  velocity

would change due to two reasons. Firstly; the reduction in the mass flow rate of vapour where

it condensates around the tubes. Secondly; the change of flow area between the rows.

Accordingly, the vapour velocity for the first row differs from that for other rows below [19]:

a) For the tube in the first row:

(16)

Where:

b) For the next tube in the other rows:

(17)

Where  is  the  mean void  area  of  flow in  the  vapour  space  for  an  equivalent  triangular

pitch-tube layout, which defined as [19]:

(18)

The pressure amount at each tube in the column can be calculated from this equation [20]:

(19)

Where:

and
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(20)

2.6 Calculation method

The step by step method (this method divides the condenser into a number of bays and a

number of rows, the calculation starts from upper pass where the vapour inlets to condenser

and continuous from row to row towards the bottom in specified bay) is applied to calculate

the performance of power plant condenser, the bays are numbered from cooling water inlet to

condenser and the rows numbered from the top of condenser to the bottom.

Considering the heat flux which includes the convection inside tube, fouling resistance

and wall resistance is:

(21)

Where:

(22)

Where  calculate from equation (3).

Considering heat flux across condensate film as:

(23)

Combining equations (23), (4), (6) and (7) give:

(24)

Where  is parameter defined as:

(25)

Where:

(26)

The parameter  is defined as:
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(27)

(28)

Considering heat flux through bulk of mixture as:

(29)

Combining equations (29), (12) and (13) give:

            (30)

Where :

(31)

Combining equations (21), (24) and (30) gives:

(32)

Or

(33)

The overall heat transfer coefficient between vapour and cooling water is evaluated from:

(34)

And The outlet temperature of cooling water  is evaluated from heat balance over tube as:

(35)

Where:

(36)

Combining equation (35 and 36) gives:
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(37)

Calculate effectiveness of condenser which defined by the ratio of cooling water temperature

differential throughout the condenser to the maximum temperature differential [5]:

(38)

3. Results and discussion

a. Heat transfer

Figure  (1)  shows  that  the  general  trend  of  the  curves  for  heat  transfer  rate  with  row

number  in  upper  pass,  undergoes  increasing  from  the  first  row  to  the  row  number  (11),

because of the number of tubes in the first row which have (58 tubes) is less than that in the

row number (11) which have (84 tubes). Then the trend shows after decreasing as going down

across the upper pass. This is because of steam pressure drop between the two rows results in

a reduction in the overall heat transfer coefficient and, hence, a decrease in heat transfer rate.

Figure (2) shows that the heat transfer increases from the first row to the row number 16 in

lower pass,  this is  because the number of tubes in the first  row (78 tubes) is  less than that in

row number 16 which have (96 tubes). The trend of the curves is the same. The extreme drop

in curves for lower passes in the rows number (35) and (36), because the number of tubes in

these rows (38 tubes) less than that in the other rows. This makes the quantity of cooling

water less than that in other rows, and that explains decreasing of heat transfer rate. The heat

transfer rate approaches zero at row number (46) because of the condensation of all vapour

and causing subcooling from this row to the last row.

b. Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient

Figure (3) shows the variation of the overall heat transfer coefficient  across the rows

in the upper pass. The general trends of curves show a reduction in  as going down

across the rows in upper pass. This is attributed to the increase in condensation resistance.

The overall heat transfer coefficient in bay number (1) is larger than that in the other bays

because of the small temperature difference between the vapour and cooling water.

Figure (4) describes the variation of overall heat transfer coefficient across the rows in the

lower pass. There is a decrease in  as  going  down  across  the  rows.  This  is  due  to  the

increase in all resistances as going down across the rows in the lower pass. The extreme drop
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in curves for lower pass in the rows number (35) and (36), since the heat transfer in this rows

are less than that in the other rows. The overall heat transfer coefficient in bay number (1) is

larger than that in the other bays because it has the largest heat transfer rate.

c. Vacuum pressure

Figure (5) shows that the curves of vacuum pressure increase from the first row towards

the end of the rows at the same trend for upper pass because of large pressure drop in this pass

and this leads to a decrease in the vapour pressure and an increase in vacuum  pressure and a

decrease in the temperature of vapour.

Figure (6) illustrates the distribution of vapour vacuum pressure through the rows for

lower pass. The vacuum pressure curves increases from first row to the vent and then

decreases to the end of the rows because the pressure drop at the vent increases so that the

pressure of vapour decrease and the vacuum pressure increase. The reason of the decrease in

the vacuum pressure after the vent is due to the decrease in mass flow rate of vapour.

d. Comparison of results

Figure (7) shows that the calculated results which obtain from computer program (assume

new power plant with fouling resistance equal to zero) and the operational results which

obtained from the log sheet for Al-Nassiriyah power plant (five days per a month for several

months in year 2007). The average was taken for these days in the month. The figure shows

that the vacuum pressure for performance curve (new power plant) is greater than that for

operational data and the difference between two curves about (20 mm Hg). The reason of this

difference is the effect of operation factors.

Figure (8) illustrates the effectiveness of condenser with inlet cooling water temperature

for calculated and operational curves. The calculated data obtained from computer program

(assume new power plant) and the operational data obtain from the log-sheet for

Al-Nassiriyah power plant. The figure shows that the difference between the two curves about

30  percent  as  a  result  to  the  effect  of  operational  conditions  and  resistances  such  as  fouling

factor.

4. Conclusions

From study the performance of Al-Nassiriyah thermal power plant condenser can be

noticed:
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1. Heat transfer for the lower pass of condenser, where river water first enters, is higher than

that for upper pass. While the overall heat transfer coefficient is lower, due to the increase

in temperature difference between vapour and cooling water.

2. Comparison of the results shows a difference between the operational data and standard

results (new power plant), this attributed to the age of power plant and due to the effect of

operational factors.

Figure (1). Heat transfer Vs. row number at different bay for upper pass.
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Figure (2). Heat transfer Vs. row number at different bay for lower pass.
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Figure (3). Overall heat transfer coefficient Vs. row number at different bay for upper

pass.

Figure (4). Overall heat transfer coefficient Vs. row number at different bay for lower

pass.
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Figure (5). Vacuum pressure Vs. row number at different bay for upper pass.

Figure (6). Vacuum pressure Vs. row number at different bay for lower pass.
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Figure (7). Vacuum pressure Vs. months for calculated and operational data.
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Figure (8). Effectiveness Vs. inlet cooling water temperature for calculated and

operational data.
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6. Nomenclature
Amv : Mean void area in the vapour space

(m2)

Avd : Cross-sectional area of the vapour

duct (m2)

cp : Specific heat at constant pressure

(J/kg.K)

cr : Parameter defined by equation (19)

D : Molecular diffusion coefficient (m2/s)

di : Inner tube diameter (m)

do : Outer tube diameter (m)

g : Gravitational acceleration (m/s2)

h : Convective heat transfer coefficient

(W/m2.K)

hfg : Latent heat of vapourization (J/kg)

: Modified latent heat of vapourization

(J/kg)

k : Thermal conductivity (W/m.K)

L : Length of bays (m)

LMTD : Logarithmic mean temperature

difference

M : Molecular weight (kg/kg mole)

m : Mass flow rate (kg/s)

 : Mass velocity (kg/m2.s)

NTR : Number of tubes in each row in the

bundle

P : Pressure (Pa)
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Pvac: vacuum pressure of vapour (mmHg)

Pr : Prandtl number

Pt : Tube pitch (m)

Q : Heat flux (W/m2)

Re : Reynolds number

Rfou : Fouling resistance (m2.K/W)

Sc : Schemidt number

Sh : Sherwood number

T : Temperature (K)

Uo : Overall heat transfer coefficient

(W/m2.K)

u : Velocity (m/s)

w : Mass fraction

wts : Width of tube sheet (m)

 : Mass transfer coefficient (kg/s.m2)

 : Dynamic viscosity(Pa.s)

 : Density (kg/m3)

 : Parameter defined by equation (3)

eff : Effectiveness

Subscript

a : Air

atm: atmosphere

CN : Nusselt

c : Condensate

cr : Condensation rate

cs : Vapour/condensate interface

i : Cooling water inside tube

m : Mean water temperature

mix : Mixture

n : Order of certain row

o: outlet

v : Vapour

vcs : Vapour at vapour condensate

interphase

w : Tube wall

 : Free stream


